
Minutes
Meeting Children & Young People’s Partnership
Date 20 August 2021
Time 10am
Venue MICROSOFT TEAMS

 a   10

Attendees:

Cllr Emma Williamson, CCC (Chair)
Cllr Arthur Lamb, CCC
Cllr Keith Hitchen, CCC
Cllr Andrew Wonnacott, CCC
Maria Hewitt, CCC
Kerry Jewell, Family Action
David Sibbit, Western Heads Consortium
Georgina Ternent, CCC
Becky Wolstenholme, Cumbria Youth Alliance
Rachel Gaw, Cumbria Youth Alliance
Jakki Moore, Moore Arts: Millom
Dr Tracy Hayes, University of Cumbria

Apologies:

Judith Schafer, Chair of CASL
Cllr Jeff Hailes, CBC
Gillian Elliott, CCC
Lesley Sanczuk, CCC
Cath Clarke, HAF
Kaz Stuart, University of Cumbria
Anna Todd, CCC

Item
No.

Discussion / Action

1. Introductions & apologies

Attendees introduced themselves.
Previous meeting was cancelled – outstanding action from April remains - agreeing the Partnerships
terms of reference.

2. Summer School and Music Workshops
Jakki Moore - Moore Arts: Millom

JM provided an update on youth music provision in Millom. As background, the Partnership funded
Moore Arts: Millom to provide music based youth provision in 2020, at a cost of £8,600 for a year.
Due to lockdown and restrictions the start of the project has been delayed, so instead began in July
2021.

The County Council funded activities on offer have been free, and include jammin’ sessions, DJ
workshops and family ukulele workshops. Drumming workshops on Saturdays have been funded by
Arnold Clark and JM ran junk workshops.

Points to note and lessons learnt so far –
· Had hoped to attract more teens, DJ sessions have been popular with boys in upper

Juniors/early teens.
· Recruiting musicians was difficult, and isolating also caused problems with availability.
· Due to starting in the summer, there are other offers in town at the same time (i.e. HAF).
· JM working with Together We Can fundraising.
· Age range has been from 5 to 14 plus adult parent/carers.
· Future plans include an open mic night and family disco.
· If HAF is on offer next year, suggest planning of activities for different ages and locations.

3. Holiday Activities and Food (HAF) Programme in Copeland

CC was not available but provided a short report –
· As expected some HAF providers have been very popular with a lot of bookings but others
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have struggled. This will be taken into account when looking at Christmas provision.
· Providers will be required to provide their reports back by 10th September.
· Focus is now shifting towards Christmas (maximum of 4 days of provision); a revised form will

be circulated shortly, and decisions will go to local panels.
· It is not yet known whether Government will allocate HAF funding for 2022/23.

4. Positive Role Models
Rachel Gaw and Becky Wolstenholme, CYA

A presentation and additional documents were circulated to the Partnership in advance of the
meeting. In summary, after a slow start, 15 volunteers have been recruited across a range of
professions/organisations and young people have been identified from Whitehaven Academy, West
Lakes Academy, St Benedict’s and Mayfield School. A volunteer induction is booked for 24th August,
and a Taster Day to start matching volunteers with young people will be on 22nd September.

Members queried engagement with Millom School and why they’re not involved – BW and RG
explained this hasn’t been possible within the pilot project, but Millom will certainly be included in
future work. MH confirmed that the service specification does not stipulate which schools should be
worked with, it states ’12 young men from Copeland’. BW also relayed that some young people had
requested female mentors.

DS explained that Millom School are in the Furness Heads Consortium and can provide a point of
contact for future engagement.

MH confirmed that monthly catch ups have been arranged with CYA and CCC to ensure the project
remains on track and in the intended direction.

All agreed that in the future, if the Partnership commission again, the successful provider should meet
with them to hear their vision before commencing work.

5. Youth Consultation
Dr Tracy Hayes, University of Cumbria

The University of Cumbria was approached to carry out consultation work with young people, to
understand the needs of those who don’t engage with traditional/existing youth provision. In a
relatively short space of time, and taking into account covid19 restrictions, Dr Hayes and Dr Stuart
have conducted an online survey which was sent to all Copeland schools, and a series of ten
workshops with a variety of different interest groups.

There were 814 survey responses and over 100 workshop participants. The survey generated 29
activities that young people would like to see, whilst the workshops invited young people to talk
around the findings of the survey and consider whether they were representative.

As the report had not been circulated by MH in advance, the Partnership agreed to reconvene and
review the findings. Dr TH requested to be informed of any outcomes so that participants can
understand the impact of their participation.

6. Grant requests

The Solway Hall – to be circulated by email; Members requested a view from CC as to whether their
summer HAF provision has been successful.
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Overview of grants and take up of summer activities – to be circulated by email. In summary there
has been good take up and positive feedback from organisations. Members requested a press
release at the end of the summer holidays.

Youth Health Champions – GT gave a summary of the programme for secondary schools, which
would give young people an opportunity to complete an accredited Level 2 certificate. Youth Health
Champions would plan and deliver health promotion campaigns to their peers, increasing awareness
of healthy lifestyles. We’ve received a quote for delivery to 32 young people from 4 schools in
Copeland. Members were supportive of the project and committed to funding, delegating to Officers to
progress. MH to request revised quote to include more than one training opportunity (1x north 1x
south).

7. Date and time of next meeting

Friday 25th October, 10am via Teams
Additional meeting to be arranged to review and discuss the youth consultation report.


